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Pbnom Penh, November 20,2A20 * The TUMRING REDD+ Project is supporting 14 Community Forestry
Groups in reducing deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+; through the implementation of project
activities designed to address key drivers of deforestation and improve livelihoods across 67,791.17 hectmes.
This project is designed under the Verified Cmbon Standard (VCS) md the Climatq Conrmunity and
Biodiversity (CCB) stmdmd with the aim of redueing emissions in the forestry sector while seeking a
potential market to generate income sources in order to continue supporting the project, hence marking a
unique milestone in govemment"-supported forest conservation.

This project has achieved its successful dual verification under the VCS and CCB Standards. It generated a
net emission reduction of 645,410 tons C02e over the monitoring period &om January 2015 to December
2019. The project is being implemented by the Forestry Adminis6a6on (FA) of the Royal Government of
Cambodia, with firndiug support provided by the Korea Forest Service 6fS) of the Republic of Korea. A
proportion of ge,lrerated forest carbon c'redits me going to be shared between Korea and Cambodiq while the
remaining credits will be traded in the voluntary carbon markets in order to support forest-dependelrt
communities in improving their livelihoods througb ince,ntives received &om the sale.

"This proiect is the most successful and predominant REDD+ project working with comrmtnity forestry
groups to reduce small-scale deforestation and forest degradation while improving local livelihoods of the

Wrticipating community members. In close collaboration with the KFS and technical support from the
Wildltfe Worlcs Carbon, the FA will expand the community-based REDD+ project to a larger scale, adding
tnore dctivities includingforest restoration, sa.that more farest can be protecteS" sdid, Dr, Keo Oruliss,
Direetor General af the Fores'try Administratian.

"W'e are very pleased that the Tumring praject has successfully produced afuitful outcome through strong
cooperation between the KFS and the FA. The issuance of the carbon credits bears special meaning in this
CAWD 19 crisis, which is an example of zoonotic diseases agg;ravated by deforestation, showing that the

forest in the project area has been well conserved. We are very th*tkful for the inspirational work, af the FA
and local stokeholders on supporting the project to conserve the forest while enhancing the quatity of life of
comrnunity members as well $s promoting biodiversily. We will continue cooperoting with the FA to
maximize the benefits that the forest can provide.* Said, Mr. Kiyeon Ko, Director Genqal of the Korea
Forest Servica

Currenfly, the project is seeking cmbon credit buyms through the voluntary carbon mrket. The Foresty
Administratiou calls on national, international investors md private sectors to purchase cmbon credits
directly from Tumring REDD+ project so that they can offset their carbon errissions.fur
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